Why does it keep on stopping?
by Martin Brent
Martin Brent played an important in the development of the Missenden Railway Modellers
weekend in the current format and was the Chief Tutor from 1996 to 2000.
It was Martin who introduced the Missenden Abbey Railway Modellers Manual, in which he
passed on useful tips and techniques gained during his long and successful modelling career.
This is one of his documents and was included in a tribute booklet published in 2001
following his death from the complications of leukaemia in 2000.
It has been brought up to date as part of our preparations for the Virtual Autumn Weekend
in October 2020.

We all suffer from it at one time or another. A locomotive and/or train will not run smoothly
or will not stay on the rails.
Basically, there are four main causes of poor or intermittent running:

1. Mechanical
A.
B.
C.
D.

Baseboards
Poor track
Mechanism
Pick ups

2. Electrical
A. Wiring
B. Track
C. Mechanisms

3. Dirt
A. On the track
B. On the wheels or pickups
C. On the motor brushes
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4. The Operator

A few generalisations.
So how do we decide which is causing the problem? The answer is by a process of
elimination:






If everything falls off at a certain point, suspect baseboards or track work.
If a certain piece of stock falls off at a number of places, suspect that piece of stock.
If the problem is intermittent suspect something electrical or pickups.
If it is lumpy running suspect the mechanism, pickups or dirt.
If it is always when the same operator is at the controls ask if he or she has
considered needlework as a hobby!

So, let's look at the various problems that can make our life a misery.

1. Mechanical
A. Baseboards are the foundation of a good layout.
Baseboards must be flat, square with no sag and well supported. Poor baseboards = poor
running and the main baseboard problems are:



Sag



Twist
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Humps

If portable they should also be light and of a manageable size. For those of us who can
remember flares the first time round, anything over 4' X 2' just ain't on. The old favourite of
chipboard on a 2"X 1” is not a good idea. It is over heavy, under supported and unwieldy.
Look at some of the ply construction base boards a la Barry Norman.

Many modellers now order plywood cut to order from timber merchants or use some of the
high quality laser cut baseboard kits now available.

B. Poor trackwork is just as likely to cause problems as poor baseboards.
Avoid:


Lumps and bumps



Poorly aligned Rail Gaps



Poorly aligned rail joints
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Gauge widening or tightening



Tight check rails or crossings



Misaligned crossings

Radii
Some generalisations: The larger the radius of the curve, the better the running. Make
curves smooth and flowing; don't just lurch into a curve, use transition curves if space
allows. Use the Mark I eyeball and a straight edge. Remember that a smidgen of gauge
widening helps on sharp curves.
A roller gauge won't give you this - a three point gauge, used properly, will.

Missenden regulars will also be aware of Norman Solomon’s useful tip of using a small hand
held mirror to sight along the track

If you can feel the join, it’s too rough!
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Other problems include:




Stray ballast
Blobs of solder
Compatibility of certain wheels with certain makes of track. The older Romford
wheels won't work with C&L track as the deeper flanges run along the tops of the
chairs.

Trackwork should be level – you need:





Level stock on,
Level track on a
Level baseboard on a
Level floor.

If not, either you will need compensation or springing on all stock or you will get Poor
running!

C. Mechanisms
It is easy to build problems into a chassis without realising it. Some of the kit manufacturers
don't realise it either if one looks at their instructions!

Gears
Always use good quality mounts/boxes and take a bit of care in their assembly. Don't
assume that the quality is O.K. I recently purchased three sets of gears where the worm
wheel was ever so slightly off centre. If, when it is set up, binding occurs each revolution of
the worm or wheel, suspect poor manufacturing and ask for a replacement set. Personally, I
don't believe that running in will do a lot to improve the performance of a motor/gearbox a motor should work perfectly from the moment it is set up. Running in will wear off the
rough edges and make things quieter but only if the problem is very slight. Anyway, why
should we put up with shoddy manufacturing tolerances?

Assembly
A bit of care in assembly will pay dividends. I always ream or file the axle bush holes in the
etched frame oversize and then assemble the worm wheel onto a bushed axle or,
preferably, a dummy in the frame. The motor with the worm fitted is then screwed into the
frame and a piece of very thin material (I use the wrapping found on delicatessen counters
or the time honoured cigarette paper) is inserted between the worm and the wheel. Gentle
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finger pressure - and I do mean gentle - on the worm wheel pressing it against the worm will
give a good mesh and, having used the jolly old eyeball to ensure -that the axle is square in
the frame, and the worm at right angles to the worm wheel the bushes can be soldered into
place.

Friction
Should be minimal. For lubrication - I use a white PTFE grease in an aerosol can available
from car parts shops.

Motor mount - flexibility
It will all work a lot better and will be a lot quieter if the mount is flexible. The silicon mastic
used for sealing baths and sinks is ideal. An alternative is dense foam glued to the motor
case and the chassis.

Quartering of the wheels
The importance of this cannot be over emphasised. I know that most of us hate doing this
but it has to be done and so a few tips on quartering push fit driving wheels.

In 7 mm the problem does not arise quite so often as in the smaller scales as the well-known
makes of wheels come ready quartered.

The effect of binding can be seen when the driving wheels hesitate, usually when at a
quarter hour position.

Chassis
The first step is to make sure that the chassis is square. With the chassis level on the bench
put 6" rods through the axle holes and check that the distance between them and their
height from the bench are the same. If not adjust. This height check can really only be used
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with a solid chassis and if the chassis is floppy, i.e. compensated, equalised or sprung it is
more difficult to check the height.

At the same time check that the chassis is square. It is not unknown for the chassis to be
built as a lozenge. This can be checked by placing the end of the chassis at right angles to a

block and measuring the distance between the block and the axles. If one side is
consistently "longer" than the other you have a problem. The only answer is to rebuild the
chassis or move the axle bushes in the frames.

Check that the distances between the bush holes in the coupling rods are identical in length
terms.
Also check that these dimensions tally with the distance between the axle centres. By the
way, if using the same type of bushes in all axle holes, don't bother trying to find the centre
of the hole. Measure from left hand side of the bush to the left-hand side of the next. Or, if
necessary, use the right-hand side.

Right, so everything is now square and all dimensions tally. Put a pair of wheels in the
chassis. One side of the engine will have the wheels 90 degrees in advance of t'other. Set
this by eye, squinting through the frames and by counting spokes. Special jigs are available
but I have never seemed able to make them work. Unless you are a tool maker by trade and
have a life time ahead of you, don't worry about three cylinder engines with 120 degree
lead! As for Lord Nelsons with 135 degree lead….

I usually start with the driven axle mounted with no gears in place. Having checked that that
axle is free running, put in the next set and adjust them to approximately (as close as) the
same as the first set and put the rods on. Now see if they turn. If they turn freely with no
binding you are lucky. If not some adjustment will be necessary. If the binding is minor, a
gentle tweak on the second wheel set might rectify things. If not find the point of binding,
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usually when one side is at top or bottom dead centre. Remove the crank pin retaining nut
and squint at the fit of the bush to the pin. If it is hard up against the front or the back,
move one wheel on the axle until some slack appears and try it again. If it is no better or
even worse try moving the wheel in the opposite direction. If this doesn't work try gently
enlarging of the hole in the rod and see if this works. Don't overdo this. Although the
pundits will have a fit at what follows, I often ease one side of the hole rather than make the
hole larger. This approach works for me although to admit doing this is a bit like admitting
to beating your wife!

Judicious easing of the hole and tweaking will, nine times out of ten work and a smoothly
turning four-wheel chassis will be the result.
Now move on to the next set of wheels and repeat the process.
"But my coupling rods are one piece" I hear you shout. No problem, simply reverse them on
the four wheel set but remember to only adjust the untreated hole if any easing is required.
And so on and so forth.

The golden rules are:




Only work on one axle at a time.
Once a set of four wheels is working do not under any circumstances make any
adjustment to that set to get another working.
Don't worry if there seems to be an inordinate amount of play at the crankpins.
Usually, this is a guarantee of good running!

Fixing the wheels can be a problem. While I lubricate the wheel centre with a bit of water
when fixing the wheel to the axle it is sometimes the case that if the wheels are adjusted
too much on the axle, the grip on the axle can be lost; in cases such as this, I use Loctite on
roughened axle ends but have had wheels turning on the axle where the bond had broken.
If this happens it is possible to drill through the hub and the axle and pin and Loctite it.
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Stiffness and Friction, especially caused by pickups, paint in bearing holes, on the back of
wheels and lack of clearance which leads us on to:

D Pick ups
I am constantly amazed by the diameter of the wire used for pickups. This is the best way to
introduce friction into a chassis and stiff pickups can cause all sorts of problems with a
compensated chassis.

Types of pickups
1.

Wipers

Personally, I never use anything other than 0.011" spring steel wire wiping on the back or
tread of the wheel. The average 4mm or 7mm Japanese motor does not draw enough
current to warrant anything else. Despite the perceived wisdom I employ them as tread
scrapers where I can as they then double up as wheel cleaners.

The rules are:


Do not make them too short and stiff



Do not make them too
long and floppy



Make sure that they do not touch the chassis or brake gear.



The aim is the minimum pressure on the wheel consistent with constant
contact.
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The length is not critical but about an inch is the minimum and anything over two inches is
too floppy. The acid tests are to see if the friction added when the pickup wire is added
makes an appreciable difference to the turning of the wheel or the side play. Then, at the
other extreme, if the rotation of the wheel in one or both directions moves the wire off the
tread or back of the flange, it is too floppy - too long.

2.

Plungers

I have one locomotive fitted with this type of pick up and its partner with rim scrapers is
much smoother and free running. Come repaint time .......

Several customers have given me locomotives that they have built or purchased asking me
to make them work. Invariably, I find some plunger pickups with springs that defy reason
adding so much to the drag that the locomotive is virtually a non-runner. The introduction
of friction of this order can have other effects too. Recently, I found a locomotive with this
type of pick up where there was no side play because of the pickup pressure and the poor
old motor had had to struggle to overcome this handicap. The result was a Portescap gear
box with elongated intermediate gear bushes - into the frame - where the torque of the
motor had thrust the shaft against one side of the bearing elongating the hole until the
meshing gave up the ghost.

3.

Split axle system

Very simple with a simple locomotive. All that is necessary is insulated frame spacers,
insulated valve gear brackets across the chassis and insulation from the body. Spacers can
be Tufnol or double sided copperclad glass reinforced plastic or even plastic. No pick-ups
and no friction. Alan Gibson does some axles in 4mm and AGH and other do them in 7 mm.
There may be others.

4.

American system

This applies, in the main, to tender locomotives. It entails using the wheels on one side of
the locomotive shorted out to the frames and motor and those on the opposite side of the
tender (which is insulated from the locomotive) shorted out and linked to the insulated
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brush on the motor. It works and has no friction implications. It does, however, reduce the
number of wheels picking up the juice.

5.

Shorting out - wire, paint or both.

If you are using the split axle or American system with plastic centre wheels you will need to
connect the rim to the axle. You can buy special shorting out etched "stars" You could solder
a fine wire to the rim of the wheel by drilling a hole in the back of the tread, inserting a pretinned wire into the hole and very quickly touch solder the wire into place. The tail is glued
to the back of one of the spokes while the other end is given a little slack and is inserted into
the axle hole before the axle is carefully pressed home. Too short a tail and it will chop the
wire off quite neatly.

An alternative is a visit to your friendly car accessory shop where you ask for some
conductive paint to repair your heated rear window.

6.

Where should pickups be mounted on the chassis?

Anywhere where they are not too obvious and give room for sufficient length of pick up
wire.

7.

Pickup materials

Phosphor bronze strip or my preference which is wire which is thin, springy, steel and brass
coated. The problem is finding it. I have found that guitar wire which is often silver plated is
very good.

8.

Where should they bear?

Certainly on as many wheels as possible. But where on the wheel?






On the tread or the back of the flange?
The advantages of tread scrapers are
that such pick-ups are self-cleaning, friction is not so much of a problem and they are
unobtrusive.
On the back of wheel?
Here they are hidden but they can be displaced
by friction. There is also the possibility of inadvertent contact with the frames. This
position is quite good with compensation.
On the top or side of the wheel?
This is preferred but splashers have a nasty
habit of limiting clearances. It is worth a try and is, in my experience, the best place
for locomotives with compensation.
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9.

How to get them round the wheel tread?

10.

Effect on springing, Flexichas, etc.

Pickups can turn a perfectly running compensated locomotive into a right B*******. I think
that it is because of the drag which sets up forces in the drive chain which make the chassis
start to limp on one leg or pick up a wheel each revolution. My answer is to reduce pickup
tension to a minimum but make sure that the pickup touches the wheel at all times. Position
is also important. Top bearing tread pickups seem best or, failing that, scrapers gently
bearing on the rear of the flange at the top.

11.

Side play which, with small radii, can cause problems.

All my locomotives have to run round 48" radius curves; most will go round 39" curves -just.
Where there are outside cylinders, the side play must be limited to stop the crosshead and
the front coupling rod bearing meeting too often. The play should be on the other axles
with, if necessary, the motor moving with the axle.

2. Electrical
This is a subject in itself so again a few generalisations

A

Wiring - should be planned, recorded and user friendly.

The type of wire is important, it should not be single strand but multi-strand. Why? Because
single strand is less flexible and liable to break if bent too often.
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Joints should be soldered and should be checked to ensure that they will not short out
across a neighbouring joint or tag.
Tag strips should be used on each base board as distribution points.
Line joiners if needed should be soldered and insulated. Try the heat shrink material.
Solder - and colder -joints. To avoid cold joints always use a hot iron, cored solder and
remove all traces of flux. Personally, I use multicore solder for all electrical work and avoid
the use of separate flux.

B

Track

Fishplates are electrically unreliable and power should be fed to each piece of rail via
droppers.
These can be made from old household copper wire. Power should be fed to and across
baseboard joints by way of good quality plugs and sockets.

C

Mechanisms

We have talked about this already but what is needed is a square chassis, efficient pickups
that touch the wheels, lubrication in moderation - too much is as bad as too little and
decent wiring within the locomotive. Thought should be given to the question of insulation,
the route from pickups to motor, the danger of crushing near gears and visibility.
Shorting out can and often is a problem - check the body fit, wheels, brushes, wiring and
pick-ups. If necessary run the locomotive in a darkened room to see where the arcing
occurs. Insulate the body with plastic or two part epoxy. A smear of the latter is very good
on brake shoes.

3.

Dirt

A

On the track

I am amazed at how dirty some trackwork is allowed to get. The answer is cleaning, cleaning
and cleaning. Should it be mechanical or chemical? Until recently I only ever cleaned by
mechanical methods, using a scraper and/or wet and dry on the wheels and track. Then I
was persuaded to try solvent cleaning. Since when the crud has built up on the wheels and
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track to an alarming extent and for the first time, intermittent running by otherwise
blameless locomotives. Back to mechanical cleaning.
B.

Remember to clean all of the wheels or pickups

C.

Dirt on the motor brushes or too much oil will affect performance.

Cleaning can help and usually it is necessary to remove the brushes - with care to do this.
This is where solvent can be used safely.

4. The Operator
The fourth cause - the operator - is the one that we don't really talk about.
At an exhibition, how many times have you seen a train stop while the operator looks
anxiously at the controller or the switches? Frantic fumbling with both and eventually after
the fourth or fifth click, the locomotive leaps forwards or, even worse, backwards because in
his panic he tried every switch, including the direction switch.







Training and familiarity with the layout and the control panel is the only answer to
this.
If exhibiting a layout, unless it is very simple, don't expect a novice to appear in
public never having seen the layout or control panel before.
Don't go up the pub at lunch time, leaving him in charge. This is the immediate signal
for something simple but extremely baffling to happen and the poor jerk is left with
no trains running, a red face, a fit of the hab dabs and a seething hatred of the
owner or layout gaffer who landed him in this darn mess.
Let him learn the box at an informal, private session where there is no public
pressure.

So there you have one man's experience of intermittent running and how he
has tried to solve it. Things will stall, stop and even fall off but take heart; they
did on the real thing too!

Martin Brent
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